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ffigher education:funding fo_nnula.
becomes/sore :point--d~g .talks
.

'

'

.

BY MARK R. CHEUGREN.

Alm~t. no . one attending the .. Brereton Jones' Cabinet and a ·forAssociATED PRESS ·
first meeting of .the Higher Educa- mer budget director, said the fundFRANKFORT - It was sup- · lion Fuitding Model Development ing decision usually boils down to
posed to be a relatively simple · Policy Committee could even say a simple question: "How much pm
review of the formula that higher what the fopnula is,· much . less we get by with?"
education in Kentucky uses to ask what it is suppose<! to do.
Long said legislators would like
for money from the General As-,
In theory, the formula is sup- , ·to know, for example, what it
sembly.
·
· posed to measure how much man- . actually costs to graduate an engiIt turned into a wrenching exer- ey higher _education in Kentuc~y . neer. "What are the results?" Long
cise of university presidents trying s~o?ld ~et !n o:der to compe~e v.:1th · asked. "Are we gettirig our man-to protect current funding, legisla- smular !nstitutions and cons,~ermg ey's worth."
tors see~irtg straight answers such. thmgs as. enrollmen~ s~ of ·
Joe, Bill· Campbell, a Bowling
about what universities do with the physical plant and spec1al items · Green lawyer and member of the
money they get and policy makers like public ~ervice roles..
Council on Higher· Education, said
worrying that the public doesn't .
In pra_ctice, _advocates_ for. high- the formula has had one benefit It
care enough about the entire mat- . er education have used 1t to beat has cut down on political infighting
ter.
·
· , the political dnim for more money. among universities for money in
University of Louisville Presi- It '!as not been. used to actually the legislature.
dent Donald Swain said there must decide how much money to appro- ·
"It was just a mess," Campbell
be agreement about what the fund- priate, ~id Rep. M~hall Long, D- said. .
.
ing formula is supposed to accom- Shelbyville, the clµurman of the
Hable said it is important that
plish;
·
·
House _Appr?priations and Revenue any new scheme show taxpayers
"We're wasting our time other- Comm,~ee.
.
that higher education is not wastwise," Swain said.
Kevm Hable, secretary of Gov. ing money.
_THE COURIER.JOURNAL, Friday, July 1, 1994
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College funding: Leaders agree
a change is needed, but how?
sta-

By MARK SCHAVER, Staff Writer
RThe state niiisfiiiake sure the formula is
.
. ble, equitable and flexible, he said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The Council on Higher
"I would encourage you to be somewhat leEducation wants universities to be rewarded for nient in the early years because I don't think
performance, but a meeting yesterday showed you have very much experience in- collecting
that won't be easy. .
.
and using some of this data," he' said. "I would
The first meeting of a committee looking for a . hate to ~ee a student at an institution penalized
new way to fund public universities ended with-.·, because an administrator did not know_ how to
out a consensus ~n w_hat should replace the cur. , select the proper goal."
·
··
rent formula, which JS_ based ,largely on enroll- I
· , One central issue is whether uniment
·
versities should restrict enrollment
"I think our fundamental problem is there is no
so they can concentrate on improv. a~m~nt what ~e. form~ needs to be," Sf!id
mg programs.
·
· University of Louisville President Donald Swam.
"If we are ever going to raise the
In March, the council ~dopted an inte~ fo~level of higher education in this
. ~~a for 1995-~6 that ~l!utes the. uruverst•
· state to what it is in Virginia, to
ties 3 percent mcrease_ m state fundit_lg based
what it is In North Carolin~; to·what
on their performanc~ 11! five categones: how
, It is in Indiana, we're going to have
~many students remam m school rather than
-· ·
·
-- ----'drop out; student and employer satisfaction;
to m~e some slgnific!'llt changes,
campus management and quality of teaching;
an~ this presents ~ WI~ an oppo!•
research· and service
turuty to do that, Sllld _Joe Bill
The ~mmittee that met yesterday is looking
Campbell, a conn~· m~mb~r.
.
at how-to develop a more comprehensive perBut Mary . Smtih, _pt;e51dent of
foimaiice:runding system:·1t_is_ schediiledtoKen1!1~ S_tate Uruversio/, !he
complete its work next year.
..
· state s histoncally black uruvers1ty,
Kent Caruthers, a consultant ·with MGT of
· said the committee should be canAmerica Inc. who is working with the committious about restricting enrollmen~
tee, said few other states that are experiment''We must remember this state's
ing with performance funding have as many
commitment to equal opportunity
goals as Kentucky. ''You are being watched naand make sure that if we're saying
tionally (?n this" issue, and I wish you good
we're going to limit access, we need
luck."
.
.
.
to know it's not going to have a
. C~thers srud the ~late f~ces many difficuldrastic effect on certain groups of
hes. Fear of change 1s as big a challenge here
students in this state."
·
as ge~g the actual procedures to work right,"
· Hanly Funderburk, president of
he srud.
.
.

Eastern Kentucky University, cautioned against changing a formula
that has led to greater equity in·
funding among the universities. "I'd
hate to see us reinvent the wheel,":
Funderburk said. "I think if you·
open this thing up to the point you
throw all of the good work that has·
beeri done towards establishing
some equity in this system, we'll all·
lose."·.
· ·
But Ronald Eaglin, president of.
Morehead State University, said
· "we'.re operating on the assumption.
that everything is,equitable, and it's:
not."
;
_ Rep. Marshall Long, D-Shelby-.
: ville, said legislators ami the public
want to know what they're getting
for their money. ''You've got to
make the formula so we can understand what you're looking ·for. Jt
can't be so complicated we can't understand it.'': ·
· The university presidents and other members of the committee hope
to use the formula to justify higher
education's receiving more money
from the General Assembly, which
has been stingy in recent years.
"A formula based on performance
is going to help \ls make a better
case with the legislative and executive branches," Campbell said.
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reaching program-tries to interest black teem
BY BARBARA WARD
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

MOREHEAD - The 40 teen-agers spent a
week of tlieir summer vacation in a classroom,
trying to decide whether they want to spend the
rest of their lives in one.
Too many Kentucky schoolchildren go
through school rarely, if ever, having a black
reacher, and Morehead State University's Minority Teacher Education Program is trying to
change that
It's part of a statewide effort to recruit more
minorities to become teachers across the state, to
reverse a trend that began 40 years ago:
"It's hard to imagine yourself in certain
positions if you never see anyone like you in
certain positions," said Peggy Overly, Morehead
minority student recruiter who taught the students black history last week.
The students, from across Kentucky and
from southern Indiana, spent a week at the
campus, taking classes, getting a taste of college
life and learning what it might be like to face a
classroom rather than be a part of one.
"If there were more black teachers, little kids
could see us and we could be a positive role
model," said Jody McCall, 18, who recently
graduated from Scott County High School.
"It's not that white teachers can't be role
models," said Rashonda Laye, 17, of Jeffersonville, Ind., near Louisville. "But they may not
relate as well."
Morehead's program is one of only two in
the state where minority students stay on campus and are recruited for the teaching
profession, said Kathryn Wallace, coordinator of
minority education, recruitment and retention for
the Kentucky Department of Education.
The other program is at the University of
Louisville.
After being selected for the program, which
is in its sixth year, the student's expenses are
paid and any participant who decides to attend
Morehead and study education gets a $1,000
scholarship each year.
"Our vision is to increase the number of
minority educators in the commonwealth," Wallace said. "We'd like to see the number of
minority teachers in proportion to the number of
students."
"These high school programs are the greatest because kids get an introduction to being a
teacher and what it means," she said;
"I can't think of a better way for the
commonwealth of Kentucky to spend its money," she said, The program costs about.$15,000,
"!Id_ is paid for by Morehead, the Council on

Higher Education and the Kentucky Department of Education.
The state has far to go to reach
its goal of having equal proportions
of minority students and teachers.
A 1992-93 Department of Education report found that although
10.3 percent of Kentucky's 640,000
students were minorities, only 3.8
percent of the 46,000 teachers were.
Almost 3,000 more teachers would
have to be hired to bring the
numbers into line, the report said.
In Fayette County, 347 more
minority teachers would have to be
hired to equalize the proportions,
the state report said. ·
The number of minority students is rising, while the number of
minority teachers is falling, Wallace
said.
In 1953-54, the number of black
teachers actually exceeded the percentage of black students and a
"surplus" of 96 black teachers existed. But since then, the gap has
grown without interruption, Wallace said.
Why are fewer minorities becoming teachers?

That's not a simple question to
answer.
Wallace said part of the reason
is that before integration, all-black
schools normally had all-black faculties. Since integration, however,
some blacks chose to go into other
professions that traditionally had
excluded them, such as law or
medicine, she said.
Another reason, some say, is
money.
"A lot of black professionals
don't want to go into education
anymore. They want to go into
things that pay more," said Kim
Simpson of houisville, who credits
the Morehead.program with helping
her decide td become an educator.
Robert Moore, who was a counselor last week and is getting an
education degree at Morehead because of the·prograrn, was pleased
that half of the 40 participants were
men.
"I don't see enough black male
teachers as good role models. Magic
Johnson is not-a realistic role model
for most kids. They need people
who can relate to them. A lot of
black children get into trouble because they don't have that"
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Clinton touts college loan program
W~HINGTON - Calling education "the great equalizer,"
President Clinton yesterday said his administration's retooling of
the nation's college loan program will give millions more the
gift of learning, · ·
College_ students will now- be able to pay back their federal ·
· loans over 30 years, instead of 10, or choose other, new. . .
repayment plans. The changes will help "open the door ·of
education to all Americans" and bridge the gap between rich
and poor,-Clinton told the 1994 class of Presidential Scholars,
141 achievers chosen from the top I percent of scorers on·
college aptitude ~ . Under the new plan, the federal government will finance , .
student loans directly rather than working through banks and
private lenders that _add fees to the loans.
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Great expectations motivate minorities
Georgia
Tech has
discovered
that the key
to achievement for
minority
students is
demanding
more, not

less.

BY RONALD SMOTHERS
NW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE

ATLANTA
- As educators
nationwide
debate how best to
raise the achievement of minority
students in mathematics and science, no one has to convince the
engineers at Georgia Institute of
Technology that success lies in
expecting more from students, not
less.
Five years ago, the college's
minority-education office scrapped
its largely remedial orientation program and began a rigorous fiveweek summer course for black and
Hispanic freshmen. Within a couple
years, the students who took Georgia Tech's summer course were
outperforming their peers at the
mostly white college.
Now, college officials say the
program had created a pipeline
that will produce a significant
number of black engineering doctorates.
So dramatic were the results
that the Challenge Program is
being copied this summer at three
other engineering colleges in the
region and adapted as a two-week
program for all 1,600 entering
freshmen at Georgia Tech.
The college's outgoing president, John Patrick Crecine, said
minority students today are no
more talented than they were before the program started.
"The change was in us and
what we told them we expected of
them," he said "In the past we told
them they were dumb, that they
needed fixing, and we had them in
remedial programs."
Gavin Samms, the managing
partner in Georgia Tech's Office of
Minority Education Development,
sees the adaption of the program as
an important affirmation of minority students' success.
In the 1970s, Georgia Tech
began several programs aimed at

minority students - mostly using
mentors and counselors - to help
with social adjustment in addition
to math and science.
The programs helped produce
. better adjusted and less isolated
black and Hispanic students, he
said, but did little to improve their
performance - the average gradepoint average for the first quarter
was 2.5 out of 4.0 - or to keep
them in college. The rate of students returning after first year
remained at 85 percent.
Because of this, Samms, his
staff members and Georgia Tech
President John Patrick Crecine began asking themselves whether
they could do better. So in 1989
they revamped and toughened their
program for entering freshmen,
making it into a five-week early
introduction to the first quarter.
They take five weeks of freshman math and chemistry, taught
by the same professors they will
have in the fall, and they have the
option of taking a freshman psychology course for credit to help
lighten their fall load.
Since then, the grade-point average of students in the program
has risen to as high as 3.0 (the
school's average is slightly less1
and retention is nearly 100 percent
The performance· gap between minority engineering students and
white students has been eliminated.
Desi Bellamy, a 21-year-old senior from Athens, Ga., said that
,' although the program helped him
feel more comfortable, its main
strength was how it had "made it
cool to be smart."
''Fh-st of alL you don't get the
sense that they believe you need
remediation coming in and they tell
you that you are the best of the
best," said Bellamy, who is majoring in computer engineering and
has a 3.2 GP A.
"We have an annual awards
banquet where those with 4.0 averages for a quarter get a $100
bookstore gift certificate, and you
can walk around campus and see a

person who looks like a regular
guy who has an A average. It
makes it all right"
He and others point with pride
to Achankeng Leke, a Cameroonian, who is the first black engineering student in the school's
history to graduate with a 4.0
average for the five-year engineering curriculum.
In the freshman class of 1992,
21 black and Hispanic students
earned all A's in their first quarter,
which meant that 10.8 percent of
minority freshmen had 4.0 averages starting out compared with
5.2 percent of the white students.
Georgia Tech's graduation rate
of 70.3 percent for minorities is
almost twice that of other engineering colleges.
Georgia Tech ranked fifth in
1993 in issuing undergraduate engineering degrees to blacks, according to the publication Black Issues
in Higher Education.
As recently as 1991, Georgia
Tech ranked No. 1 in awarding
master's degrees in engineering to
blacks.
Th~ record is less impressive
when 1t comes to Hispanic students. The college ranked 26th in
1993 in awarding of undergraduate
engineering degrees to Hispanic
students. But it ranked fifth in 1991
in awarding master's degrees in
engineering to Hispanic students.
"We think they do a pretty
good job over all, and they are so
good at working with minority
students because they are serious
about it," said George Campbell Jr.,
president of the national action
council. "They don't think of what
they do as some sort of affirmative
action thing that they do on the

side."

This is why the other entering
freshmen will get the program too.
"It became apparent to all 'that
many of the principles involved in
the Challenge Program were applicable to all · students," said Jack
Lo~ associate dean of engineenng.
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Graduation rates on steady course
Associated Press
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Graduation rates for NCAA athletes in the
second year of Proposition 48 gen•
erally kept pace with the gains
made _in the first year, and females
did better than men.
Overall, 57 percent of all.athletes
graduated of those who enrolled in
NCAA Division I schools in the
1987-88 academic year, NCAA sta_tistics indicate, compared with 56
percent of the general student body.
· .The data includes nearly 300 Divi_sioil I schools and counts only stu. dents who received athletic scholarship aid. A 1987-88 freshman was
allowed a six-year degree program.
Athletes also graduated at 57 percent in the first class under the con•
troversial freshman academic eligi. bility rule known as Prop 48, which
had been a jump of five percentage
- points over the previous year.
Marist and Providence were the

only schools that graduated 100 per•
cent of their 1987-88 freshmen.
At the bottom of the list were
Tennessee State and five Texas
schools. Tennessee State's 13 percent graduation rate was the lowest
for tlie 1987-88 class, followed by
North Texas State and Texas Southem at 15 percent, Prairie View A&M
and Texas-San Antonio (both 22
percent), and Lamar (24 percent).
Black male athletes graduated at
a rate of 43 percent, compared with
33 percent for black male students.
Fifty-three percent of black female
athletes .entering in-· 1987-88 got
their· degrees compared to 41 per.
cent for all black female students.
-· Sixty-seven-percent of all female
student-athlet~ graduated, compared with 58 percent of female students in generaL Among males athletes, 53 percent graduated compared with 54 percent of all male
students.
White male"athletes showed a 58

percent graduation rate, one percentage point better than white
males in general. The highest rate
of graduation belonged to "white female athletes - 69 percent, .down
one percentage point from the pre-.
vious class.
The Proposition 48 requirements,
which include a."C" average.in college-preparatory courses as well as
minimum scores on college entrance exams, was adopted in 1983
and went into effect with 1986-87
freshmen.
In the two major sports offootball
and· basketball, the lowest.. gradu. ation rate continues to belong to
black male basketball players. Their
1984 rate of.29 percent went.to 38
percent in the first Proposition 48
year and to 39 percent in·1987-88.
Forty-four percent of black.football players graduated in the 198788 class, a rise of one percentage
point from 1986-87 and nine percentage points from 1984.
··
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· Murray chief's
record seen as
asset by many
By JAMES MALONE, Staff Writer
MURRAY, Ky. - As he prepared recently to take
command at Murray State University, Kem Alexander spent some time reflecting on the life of a university president.
" It's better to be in the arena than out," he said in
an interview. " But I don't know if I'd want to go to
an arena where the lions would eat me."
The last time he was in the arena as a college president - at Western Kentucky University - Alexander
suffered a pretty good mauling, leaving amid considerable controversy in 1988 to return to teaching.
But his supporters at Murray express little concern
about what happened in Bowling Green.
"I don't accept the premise he had massive problems at Western," said lawyer Sid Easley, chairmanelect of Murray's board of regents and the head of
the search committee that recommended Alexander.
Alexander agrees. Looking back, he says he would
change nothing and would gladly do it all over again.
Another regent who served on the Murray search
committee believes the traits Alexander displayed at
Western will prove valuable in his new job. "That raging detennination, high energy, or bullheadedness,
whatever you call it, it's just what the doctor ordered,"
said the regent, Owensboro lawyer Wells Lovett.
After a nationwide search - and despite some faculty opposition - Murray's regents voted 7-2 in April to
hire Alexander to succeed Ronald Kurth, whose contract was not renewed. Alexander
took over Friday, becoming Murray's third president since 1990.
Easley said the panel "chose to
look no farther" once it interviewed
Alexander, 55, a Cumberland County, Ky., native who bas been a professor at Virginia Polytechnic Institute in Blacksburg, Va., since 1988.
Easley cited Alexander's accomplishments at Western - building enrollment and'expanding the university's influence - as well as bis academic expertise in school finance.
Lovett noted his " track record of
building a consensus with the faculty, community and regents,· and
then doggedly pursuing it."
There are those at Western, however, who wonder how much consensus was achieved. Alexander's
critics there describe him as thinskinned and impulsive, a man who
sought advice only from a handpicked staff and who lacked certain
communication skills.
Richard Weigel, a Western history professor, said Alexander alienated much of the faculty. "The thing
that stands out were the controversies," be said.
Alexander certainly had bis supporters at Western, but even some
of them acknowledge that he had
trouble communicating bis ideas effectively to large groups of people.
Some believe that led to bis problems with the award-winning campus newspaper, the College Heights
Herald, and to early condemnation
from the faculty senate for not posting administrative job openings.
"If Kem had a shortcoming, it
was that he was better one-on-one
than one-on-25," said Ronald Clark,
a former Western regent and Franklin bank chairman.
Still, virtually everyone concedes
that Alexander had bis share of successes at Weste.m . Despite charges of
"empire building" at a time when
state universities were facing the
prospect of retrenchment, he raised

the school's presence in the region
by starting a Glasgow campus, as
well as programs in Owensboro and
Elizabethtown. For two years, Westem's enrollment growth led the state.
Enrollment was, in fact, Alexander's focus almost immediately after
taking command at Western, according to Cheryl Chambless, the
university's admissions director.
He built rapport with area school
superintendents. inviting them to
campus fish fries a nd calling on
them for advice, she said.
ln the meantime, however, Alexander was weathering faculty criticism for appointing 11 administrators without posting the openings.
Supporters counter that he put a
woman and an African American in
the highest posts ever at the school.
Alexander insists that his faculty
relations steadily improved. And
Weigel, a critic, credited Alexander
with favoring a change in the way
department heads were selected.
But then came the student newspaper controversy. Alexander's proposal to install faculty editors at the
paper and yearbook seemed to stem
from irritation with the newspaper
for printing a small story about his
1987 divorce, said Bob Adams, faculty adviser to the Herald.
Although Alexander denied it and later was backed up by a panel
of professional journalists who reviewed the episode - some students and professors perceived the
change as a prelude to censorship.
Two weeks before Alexander announced he was leaving Western,
hundreds of students marched to
protest censorship. And four days
before the resignation, Adams said
he was considering suing Alexander
for slander.
Alexander blames the controversy
on disgruntled journalism professors who opposed an audit of the
paper and on The Courier-Journal
for raising the issue. He acknowledges that some people on campus
had different views, but adds: " It's a
sad commentary if everybody
agrees 100 percent of the time."
On a more personal level, those
who know Alexander well say they
believe he was distracted during his
time at Western by his separation
and divorce from his wife of 26
years, Ruth Hammack.
Lebanon lawyer Ted Lavit, Alexander's close friend since they
roomed together at Centre College
in 1960, said he thinks the divorce
deeply upset Alexander for a time.
"That, with the other matters....
I think he made the right decision
by leaving. He didn't run away, he
needed to sort things out."
Alexander said that he and his
fonner wife remain friends and that
the divorce did not affect his work.
Despite the turmoil, Alexander retained near-unanimous support
from Westem 's regents. Even in this
area, though, there was muted criticism that he gave the regents too
much latitude in running the day-today affairs of the university.
Former Regent Steve Catron, a
Bowling Green lawyer who served
after Alexander had left, said Alexander perhaps had allowed "some
level" of board micromanagement.
Mary Ellen Miller, a Western
English professor and regent during
Alexander's presidency, said his relationships with the faculty generally were not good.
But in her view Alexander never
got a fair shake from the faculty,
and she contends that much of the
criticism was unjustified.

SAMUEL KERN
ALEXANDER
Birthplace: Marrowbone, Ky.
Title: President, Murray State
University
Education: Valley Station
High School; bachelor's
d egree, Centre College;
master's degree, Western
Kentuc ky University;
d octorate, India na University
Experience: 1968-85,
professor in the College of
Education, University of
Florida; 1985-88, president,
Western Kentucky University;
1988-94, distinguished
professor, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute. Author of 24 books
on education and education
law. Nationally regarded expert
o n education fina nce and
fiscal policy.
Personal: Married to Elizabeth
Alexander, a pediatrician and
former professor and
physician at the University of
Louisville, now d irector of
student health services at
Virginia Tech. Four sons and
three stepdaughters.

"What he accomplished was quite
remarkable," she said.
At Virginia Tech, Alexander
brought international recognition to
t~e school for his research into pubhe school finance, said Richard
Salmon, an education professor
who co:wrote a textbook with Alexander. "Without question, he's the
best school-finance man in the
country," Salmon said . " His leaving
is a tragic loss here."
Alexander initially was not a candidate for the Murray job and merely recommended others when Easley first called him. But Alexander
said he and bis wife, Elizabeth a
physician and former University' of
Louisville medical school professor,
both yearned to return to Kentucky.
The search that brought Alexander
to Murray was itself not without controversy. The search committee
called secret and apparently illegal
meetings to interview nearly 20 candidates. And the identities of the five
finalists - two later withdrew were withheld until a day or two before their trips to campus, prompting
faculty to complain that they didn't
have enough time to familiarize
themselves with the candidates.
Awaiting Alexander at Murray
are a host of challenges: flat enrollment that has left a quarter of its
dormitory beds empty; community
demands for a big-time athletic program; and a war with the biggest
city in its region over a proposed

engineering school at Paducah
Community College.
Alexander said that a "controlled
expansion would be healthy" at
Murray, which has 8,200 students.
Someday, he said, he'd like to see
an enrollment of I0,000.
" In three years (at Western) we
made some quantum leaps," be
said. " It was one of the best times of
my career. I'm excited at the chance
to do it again."
·
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UNIVERSITY GROWTH
As his top accomplishment at Western Kentucky University, Kern Alexander cites the enrollment
growth that occurred during his three-year tenure as president. When Alexander took over in early 1986,
enrollment had been on the decline at Western, and he turned that around. At the same time, the other
regional universities were growing as well. Only one, _Morehead State Universil';, grew faster than
Western between 1985 and 1988, the year Alexander resigned as president. And Western achieved
the greatest actual increase in enrollment - 2,862 - during that period. Alexander said in a recent
interview that Western's growth served as a model for other universities. However, enrollment figures
show the other schools began to grow about the same time Western did.

Kentucky college enrollment
Undergraduate enrollment
at state-supported
four-year schools

Private and state schools, including
community colleges .

80,000

130,000 ~ ~ ~ , - -.....-,--"""T"___j
1984

1986

1988

Western Kentucky University
undergraduate
enrollment

1990

70,000 +---~-~-~---1
1984
1986
1988
1990

Number of degrees
conferred by
Western Kentucky University
2,300

10,000 ·

1988

1990

Sources: Council on H
Education; Western Ke
University 1993 Fact B
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~RA a factor in burst 0!00~~~~~~ac-r~et~~~~~~~
AssoCIATED PRESS

LOUISVILLE Kentucky's
public schoolteachers are retiring
in record numbers and the state's
school-reform law is being cited as
a factor.
As of May 30, 1,360, teach~rs
were retiring this year, accordmg
to the Kentucky Teachers' Retirement System. Last year 1,287 r_etired - the third-largest numbe~ m
a single year since the pension
system began in 1940., The state
has alinost 38,000 teachers.
No one knows for sure why
more teachers are retiring, but
h
there is general agreement t at
school reform is, playing a role.
At Toliver Elementary Schoo1
in
Danville,
for instance, five of the
'
25 teachers are retiring this year,
and unhappiness with the Kentucky Education Reform Act is one
reason.

"

of
Kentucky."
, ters.
Sam Evans, the assist:int ~ea.n
Plenty of replacements
of Western Kentucky Umvers1ty s
While Kentucky teachers are College of Education and Behaviorretiring in record numbers, there is al Sciences, said, "There's a reno shortage of people eager to take
newed interest in teaching as a
their places:
,
profession. _Some want to get out.
All but one of the state's public &me see ti (sc~ool refoll!') ..3s a
universities report more students golden opportumty to get m. _
getting bachelor's degrees in educaOther factors ai:e ~ttrac(!ng
lion in recent years. That bas young people to teachmg 1,:icludmg
1
contributed to what some call a , higher pay, a better pubhc
image of
glut of would-be teachers.
the ~rofession and the idea that
Jefferson County, for example, teachmg represents ~ stable ~eer
has more than 2,200 applications
h'
1 t ·t at a time of economic uncettamty,
for the roughly
Evans said.
. 250
. teac mg s o s I
expects to fill this year.
I
f
Ion
"I think of KERA as a recruitA gray ng pro ess
.
Demographic changes might
er," said Rita Greer, personnel spet h
J-"
Co
h I
help explain why more eac ';"Sare
ciaWlisht_lfor cuersofn '!ntyKsctuooks.
retiring now. Ron Crouch, director
"
t e many o us m en c Y
S
I) ta Ce t
may be displeased with what is
of the Kentucky tate a
n er,
going on with KERA, KERA is
said school systems hired many
seen as very pos1·1·1ve in many of
teachers in the 1950s, '60s and '70s
you,.

I'm of the old school, and
some of the reform things I
was having difficulty buying
Into. I Just felt if you changed
the plot, you'd better change
the characters."
JEAN IIAI!NEY
retiring teacher

Though the teachers like some
aspects of KERA, they are unhappy that it forces schools to mix
•1dren of different ages in the
Cll 1
Same Classroom and that it doesn't
stress basic skills like spelling and
multiplication.
"I'm of the old school, and some
of the reform things I was having
difficulty buying into," said Jean
Harney, who taught language arts!
and social studies for 34 yhears.l "
just felt if you changed I e p ot,

·

because of skyrocketing enrollment
brought , on by th~ postwar baby
boom. Teachers hired then are
reaching retirement age now.
Nationwide, the median age of
teachers rose from 33 in 1976 to 42
in 1991, according to the National
Education Association. In Kentucky, a study for the Education
Department shows ,that the number
of teachers with 20 or more years
of experience has grown during the
last decade.
Retirement is also influenced
by considerations that have nothing to do with school reform.
Gary Brummett, who is retiring
from Toliver after teaching math,
science and health for ,30 years,
said he wanted to take care of his
mother, who has cancer. He is also
uncomfortable with some changes
not caused by the reform act, such
as the DanviHe district's decision a ,
few years ago to ban corporal
punishment.

Still, he said, KERA played a
role: "I think parts of it are good,
but I don't think ,.it's healthy for
someone who couldn't totally buy
' into something to be part of the
faculty."
Billy Hunt, deputy executive
secretary of., the Teachers' Retirement Systein, said inany retiring
teachers say they don't want to put
up with the. demands of reform. ·
Teachers' pensions are based
on their salaries and years of
service. Hunt said that during the
first few years of reform, which
began in 1990, teachers had more'
of an incentive to stay on because
the law sharply increased pay.
Salaries have leveled off since then,
he $aid, and some teachers don't
see the point of staying.
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Jones names
ex-assistant
to- UK board·
university board, Phelps said.
Reed, 32, is among several
blacks Jones named yesterday to·
various boards and commissions.
Reed is the brother of Danny
Reed, Jones' state police bodyguard
who was injured along with the
governor in a 1992 helicopter crash.
BY CHAD CARLTON
Jones previously named Danny
HERALD-LEADER FRANKFORT BUREAU
Reed to the State Fair Board.
The UK appointments were
FRANKFORT - Gov. Brereamong several that Jones anton Jones yesterday appointed a
nounced yesterday. The others:
fellow horse farmer and a former
Eastern Kentucky, Univermember of his legal staff to seats
sity - Alice Graham Rhodes, 53,
on the University of Kentucky
an Ashland lawyer, replaces CynBoard of Trustees.
,
thia Elliott of Jackson, who had
Theodore Bates, owner of Bates
previously resigned. Rhodes, who
Farm in Lexington, will replace
is black, will serve four years
U.S. District Judge Henry Wilhoit
remaining on the term.
Jr. of Grayson on •UK's governing
board.
.
'
James Gilbert of Berea was
reappointed to a six-year term.
He will be joined by Steven
Morehead State University
Reed, who worked as Jones' assist- William Seaton of Ashland, a
ant general counsel before taking a
job · with U.S. Attorney Michael
retired Ashland Oil Inc. executive,
was reappointed for a six-year
Troop in Louisville. Reed replaces
Henry Jackson of Lexington. · ·
term.
· The two men, both UK graduMurray State University ates, will serve six-year terms.
Thomas Anthony Burich, 35, a
Jones, who promised he would
Lexington investment consultant,
take politics out of the ~lection
replaces James Butts of Fulton.
process for the plum positions,
Burich, a Murray graduate, will
defended his board picks through · . serve a six-year term.
spokeswoman Mindy Shannon
Northern Kentucky Univer•
Phelps.
sity - PHiliJl,: Taliaferro III, a
"These appointments were not
Covingtoµ:)awyei-, was reappointed
political," she said. ''Tliey were
to a six-year':t~.
...
based entirely upon qualifications."
Western Kentucky Univer•
Jones appoints members of unisity - Cornejius Allen Martin, 35,
versity boards from a list of names
owner of Martin Automotive Group
submitted by nominating .panels..
in Bowling Green, replaces Monnie
Three people are nominated for.
Hankins. Martin, who is black, will
each vacancy. Jones promoted the
serve a six-y~ -~•-•·- ·
new method as a way to keep
Kentucky State University
politics out of the process. ·
- Curtis Sullivan, owner of a
Smiths Grove meat company, reBates, a former president of
places Joe Childers Jr. of Frankfort,
UK's national alumni association,
who previousJy resigned. Sullivan,
was an alumni trustee at UK for ·
who is black, will serve the remainfour years. Bates, 70, is ,dormer
ing four years of Childers' term.
general manager of Fasig-Tipton
Co. in Lexington and former manMorris Anthony Howard, 28>
ager of Stone, Wimbledon and Pine
public relations coordinator for a .
Grove horse farms.
Louisville food company, replaces
Kevin Cosby of Louisville, who
Jones and Bates were on the
previously resigned. Howard, who
UK board together in 1987~elps
is black, will serve the one year left
said, so Jones was famil~ with
on the term.
Bates' abilities.
-a
Valinda Livingston of LexingThe nominating panel recomtcin·was
reappointed to a six-year
mended that a sitting judge, in this
term.
Wilhoit, not be appointed to a

Governor picks
new trustees for
state universities

case

University of Louisville Jack. Chester Porter, .53, a Mount
Washington lawyer and banker,
'replaces Robert Benson Jr. of Louisville. Porter, who has served as
Bullitt County Democratic Party
chairman for 12 years and is a
thoroughbred enthusiast, will serve
a six-year term.
Rose Marie Lege of Fort Wright
and Steven Barry Bing of. Louisville were reappointed to six-year
terms.
Kentucky Council on Higher Education - Benjamin 'Richmond, 40, president and chief executive officer of the Louisville Urban
League, replaces Scott Schilling of
Fort Mitchell.
Glenn Leveridge of Lexington
and James Miller of Owensboro
were reappointed to six-year terms.
Jamie Ramsie of Dayton will serve
a one-year term as student member.
Kentucky Higher Educa•
tion Assistance Authority ~
Robert Gott and Charles HamiltonJr., both of Lexington, and Gary
Abney of Richmond, were reappointed to four-year terms.
Kentucky Higher Educa•
tion Student Loan Corp. Kidd Leon Moore of Frankfort, who
is black, will serve a three-year
term. Lois Howard Gray and Brent
Druien Thompson will serve fouryear terms.
·
Jones expanded the seven-member board to nine people.
Kentucky
Educational
Television board - Steve Newberry of Hiseville was named to a
one-year term. Patricia Hayden of
Lexington and Charles Anderson of
Bowling Green will serve three,,
year temis. John Dbmaschko:-·of
Edgewood and Merlene Grissom of
Louisville will serve four-year
terms. Hayden and Grissom are
black.
State Fair Board - Malcolm
Chancey, 62, chief executive officer
of Liberty National Bank in Louisville, replaces Jim Ellis· of Louisville. David Hall, 41, a Shelbyville
health-care executive, replaces
Bruce Harper.of Harrodsburg, manager of former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's Mercer County farm: Both
are:four-year: terms.
Gib ~ of Somerset was
reappointed·to a four-year term.,':.
j .~

~'-•

~
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People with political ties to Jones
among new university appointees
The Frankfort Bureau

sentative. He is a former president
of the Thoroughbred Club of America and was the UK board's alumni
trustee from 1987-1991.
Steven S, Reed, 32, a lawyer with
the U.S. attorney's office in the
Western District, also is new. Reed
used to be a staff lawyer for Jones.
Bates and Reed replace Henry R.
Wilhoit Jr. of Grayson and Henry L.
Jackson of Lexington, whose terms
have expired.

FRANKFORT, Ky. - In a process
that is supposed to take politics out
of the state's universities, Gov.
Brereton Jones has named to university boards a former aide, several
large contributors to his campaigns
and a Democratic Party chairman
from Bullitt County.
The appointees to the Council on
Higher Education and the governing
boards of the universities were anKentucky State University board
nounced yesterday.
·
of
regents
Six of the nine new people are AfCurtis D. Sullivan, 39, the presirican Americans. Two years ago the
Higher Education· Nominating Com- dent of Omni Custom Meats Inc. in
mission, which screened nominees Smiths Grove, and Morris Anthony
to be considered by Jones, was criti- Howard, 28, of Louisville, a publiccized for not including enough relations coordinator for General
black people.
Foods Inc., will replace Joe F.
Women did not fare so well this · Childers of Frankfort and Kevin W.
time. Although the Kentucky Com- Cosby of Louisville, who have re·
mission on Women has urged Jones signed.
to appoint more women, only one of
Jones reappointed Valinda E. Livthe nine new people is a woman.
ingston of Lexington.
The General Assembly created·
Council on Higher Education
the commission in 1992 at Jones'
Benjamin K. Richmond, 50, the
urging. He said it was needed to remove politics from the governance president of the Louisville Urban
of the state's public universities. League, will replace Scott J. SchilThe commission reviews the appli- ling of Fort Mitchell, whose term
cants, then sends the names of · has expired.
those it favors to the governor.
Jones reappointed Glenn D. LeThese are Jones' appointments veridge of Lexington, James Monand reappointments:
roe Miller of Owensboro and Jamie
University of Louisville board of M. Ramsey of Dayton.
trustees
Eastern Kentucky University
Chester Porter, 53, of from Mount board of regents
Washington, will replace Robert P.
Alice Graham Rhodes, 53, an atBenson Jr., whose term has expired. torney from Ashland, will replace
Porter is chairman of the Bullitt Cynthia E. Elliott, who has reCounty Democratic Party and has signed.
contributed more than $10,000 to
Jones reappointed James T. GilJones' campaigns. A U of L law bert of Berea.
school
graduate
and
multimillionaire businessman, Porter
Murray State University board of
also was a U of L trustee from July regents
1989 to June 1993.
Thomas Anthony Burich, 45, a
Jones reappointed Rose Marie self-employed consultant and invesLege o~ F?rt Wi:ight and Stev~ Bing tor from Lexington, replaces James
of Louisville. Bmg has contnbuted o Butts of Fulton the chairman of
$5,500 to Jones campaigns.
' the Murray board: whose term has
University of Kentucky board of expired. Butts was appointed to the
trustees
Motor Vehicle Commission last
week.
Theodore B. Bates, 70, the owner
of a thoroughbred horse farm in
Western Kentucky University
Lexington, will be the alumni repre- board of regents

Cornelius Allen Martin, 45, the
owner and president of·the Martin
Automotive Group in Bowling
Green, replaces Monnie L. Hankins
of Louisville, whose term has expired.

Other schools
Jones reappointed William R.
Seaton of Ashland to the Morehead
State University board of regents
and Philip Taliaferro III of Covington to the Northern Kentucky University board cif regents. Seaton has
contributed $4,450 to Jones' campaigns. Taliaferro and his wife have
contributed $8,000 to Jones' campaigns.

Other appointments
■ State Fair Board - Malcolm
Chancey of Louisville, chairman
and chief executive of Liberty National Bank, was named to a fouryear term, replacing Louisville attorney Jim Ellis, whose term expired.
Chancey, who chairs the committee trying to finance a new football
stadium for the University of Louisville, has been a big financial supporter of Jones' political campaigns.
He and his wife, Gail, gave $9,950
. to Jones' campaign for governor
and the fund to retire Jones' 1987
campaign debt.
David V. Hall of Shelbyville also
was named to a four-year term. An
executive with the Cardinal Group
Inc. of Louisville, Hall replaces
Bruce Harper of Harrodsburg, manager of former Gov. Wallace Wtlkinson's farm in Mercer County.
Jones reappointed Gib Gosser of
Somerset.
■ Kentucky Authority for Educational Television (KE'I) board Marlene M. Grissom of Louisville, a
self-employed art and design consultant and wife of Louisville businessman J. David Grissom, will
serve a four-year term.
John S. Domaschko, an
Edgewood business consultant, also
will serve four years.
Jones reappointed three members: Steve Newberry of Hiseville,
Patricia Hayden of Lexington and
Charles Anderson of Bowling
· Green.

.
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Millions for black colleges
held up by Dole amendment
From Staff and AP Dispatches

traordinary regional leadership in
providing for the education of AfriWASHINGTON -An initiative to can-American students in states that
restore historic buildings on the na- do not have an historicallv black
tion's black college campuses has college or university.''
been stalled in the Senate by Re:
"This violates the-~pirit of the legpublican leader Bob Dole's insis- islation," said Rep. John Lewis, an
tence on adding $3.6 million for a Atlanta Democrat and civil-rights
Kansas college whose enrollmen•. · l~ader who co-sponsored the House
only 3 percent black.
, ··
•!:,ill, "And there is a danger that if it
Dole began pushipg an -amer, comes back (to the House) with
meat to benefit St•rlint rclleg,
',terling College in there, it could be
small liberal arts roUeg,. ,r 'u '.ost for this Congress," he said.
home state, after House-pru.s~a let' • fhe initiative was launched in
islation authorizing $6f mtllmP to- 1991 by then-Interior Secretary
black colleges reached the '>enat• MdDuel Lujan, who selected 11
floor last month.
buddings on black college and uniDole's amendment woul~ adcl versity campuses for restoration.
$3.6 million to the four-vea• au
Lujan pledged $10 million for the
thorization and earmark the money project from the department's Hisfor Sterling over a three-ye~J pen toric Preservation Fund, and the
od, beginning in fiscal 1996.
United Negro College Fund promWhere the House bill applied only ISed to match it.
to historically black colleges and
Rep Bob Clement, D-Tenn., introuniversities, Dole's amendment duced the authorizing legislation,
would expand it to include 'col •.,luch passed the House in Novemleges that have demonstrated eY "er It authorizes $65 million in

grants from the
Historic Preservation Fund over
the next four
years to restore Sen. Bob
significant build- Dole insists a
In his
ings on histori- school
state share In
cal black cam- funding.
puses.
The bill would not eannark money specifically for any Kentucky
school. However, a Clement spokesman said Kentucky State University
in Frankfort would be eligible to
compete with other historically
black colleges for $50 million in restoration grants to be handed out by
the federal government over four
years.
·
Some of the buildings, such as
Walter B. Hill Hall at Savannah
State College in Georgia, were built
by students. One, the Mansion at
Tougaloo · College in Mississippi,
was built by slaves as the home of a
plantation owner and later bought
by the college.

1
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Students toughen
tactics in battle
for financial aid
BY WILUAM CELIS Ill
- ·NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE

To get into the college of his choice, Lyndon Allin
knew that he needed good grades, high scores on his
college entrance examination and a lot of financial aid.
He also needed some gamesmanship..
Allin, one of the nation's top-ranked high school
graduates, was accepted by some ~f th~ nation's
leading institutions. Northwestern Umvers1ty, which
costs $24,283 a year, offered him $8,700 in scholarships
and loans; Vanderbilt University offered $13,000, about
half its annual costs ..
But Duke University, on which Allin had set his
sights, offered him just $2,140 to help cover its $25,487
'annual costs.
So Allin called Duke about the competing bids,
noting, as he had in hi~ aid application, that his
family's financial status might soon worsen. The next
day, he said, Duke increased its offer_ to ~14,250 a year,
saying it had erred in calculating his aid package.
Duke does not bargain with students over financial
aid said James A. Belvin Jr., Duke's financial aid
dir:nor. But he said the institution is willing to review
aid packages if there are changes in a family's financial

status.
Students like Allin are bombarding colleges and universities
with calls for such reviews, playing
one institution against another,
pointing up their own merits· and
their financial needs as would-be
undergraduates.
Allin, for example, was the
1994 valedictorian of Woodrow
Wilson High School in Washington. He is a· National Merit Scholar
whose combined score of 1,510 out
of 1,600 on his Scholastic Assessment Test for college admissions
put him in the top 1 percent of all
high school graduates.
"You have these cards and you
have to play them," said Allin,
whose father, a retired federal employee, and mother, who works for
a non-profit foundation, declined to
disclose their combined incomes.
"I'm being a good consumer."
. Such consumerism, however, is
fast becoming a nightmare for
college financial aid officials. The
combination of high college costs
and smaller amounts of available
aid has made higher education·
more expensive particularly for the
middle class.
Some families will seemingly
stoop to any bargaining ploy to pry
a few more dollars out of an·
institution.
"Parents are not just willing to
say that my kid is an extremely
good student and take what they
get in financial aid," said Lynn
Caldwell, director of counseling at
the Highland Park Independent
School District in Dallas and a
fonner member of the College
Board's committee studying financial aid issues. "It's a consumerconscious market."

Nearly 60 percent of all fulltime college students receive some
type of aid, according to a federal
Education Department survey in
1990, the last available.
That figure could grow by 2
percentage points when the depart·
meat's new survey is released later
this year, college aid officials say,
given higher college costs and
dwindling aid.
To insure that all needy students receive the aid they needed
and to curb bartering, the Ivy
League and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have, for
decades, met to compare their aid
awards to the same student
The Justice Department called
that anti-competitive and had the
practice halted in 1992. But last
year MIT won the right to compare, on a limited basis, financial
data with other institutions in what·
financial aid officials said would
help cool the wheeling and dealing
that occurs among all universities.
But still, the competition has
heated up for top students among
colleges in the second- and thirdtier ranks. Indeed, as families demand more aid or push for more
scholarships over loans, some applicants and their parents do not
think twice about faxing competing
offers to colleges and writing at the
bottom: "Can You Match This?"
College aid officials also tell of
families who will call the same
financial aid office several times a
day, literally sobbing into the telephone for more aid.
Still others will shamelessly lie
about the size of a rival institution's package, college officials say,
betting that no one will check.
(Institutions sometimes do.)
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S9me want president~'
evaluations more open
at.. U of L, ·other schools
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG.
Staff Writer
University of Louisville Presid_ent
Donald Swain began the 1992-93
sch()(_)! year by announcing budget
cuts and a hiring freeze, prompting
widespread morale problems that
many employees blamed largely on
his Jllanagement style,
}?1.iring a meeting of the full facul- ·
ty at:year's end, angry professors
voted overwhelmingly against
changes Swain wanted to make in·
university operations. .
None of those issues nor Swain's
handling of them was mentioned in
the: public description of his annual
evaluation by board chairman Robert
Benson that. year. At the board's
meeting in July 1993, Benson only
thanked Swain and his wife for "their
semce and efforts on be- ·
halfof.the University."
SU:Ch perfunctory public
statements about the evaJ:
· uations of university presidents. are typical at colleg~· in. Kentucky and
across . the nation. But
some professors, university board · members artd
. others involved in higher
education are calling for
more openness. · . :
Citing demands for -increased accountability because of
tight'. ~udgets, they say presidents
should be held accountable through
their-evaluations.
Higher-education researchers, including Joseph Kauffman of the
Univ~rsity of W1Sconsin, also say
plans,. for the assessment process
shotild be made when a new president ·steps in. Swain has announced
h~ ""i11 retire next July.
.
The.trustees now conduct the an- ·
nual evaluation ih a closed· session
nearlhe·end of each fis\ial year. ·
Using objectives they set' early in
the. year and Swai!).'s .self-evaluation,. board members talk about his .
performance. A few days later, the
chairman and vice chairman verbally 1:9~vey their understanding of the
board'.s views to the president.
That's followed only by a brief
announcement at the following.public·:m~ting of the board;. like Ben•
son'sin 1993...
.. ,
·' . ,
E'very five years, the lioard has a·
:~~J=ala~7o~,°fa~::
stuifeh\s-and•stliff.
:..~- ,~· ·-,;:,

a

~ Stremel; president-elect of the·
faculty senate, says the current method is-inadequate,- since the university
COl)!lllunity !mows nothing about its
conclusions. "Dr. Swain has been a
gooa ':'president, but he has made
some)ilistakes," he said. "I don't
lmow.--if the trustees have brought
tho,se;to his attention."
Bik'- Jones -thinks the evaluation
process is effective because it conveys :the. board's views to the ·presideilt·"in a candid and confidential

way:_.~-

,

"What you described strikes me
as being more systematic and fa.
cused than is ordinarily·the. case. in
colleges and µniversiµes," he said.
Schuster said he'd like to see
evaluations include formal assessments by
committee of faculty
members, because professors are so ·
involved in the school's basic missions of teaching an_d scholarship.
At U of L, the faculty view is conveyed by the chairman of the faculty senate, who is a trustee: Because
he is only one of 20 trustees, however, the faculty. voice may be easily-_
ove~helmed, Schuster said.
·· •. Judith Block-McLaughlin; profes•-'
sor of higher education at Harvard ·
: University, 'thu1ks; confidentiality:,.ls.:
· important iq. evaluations ,because':it'
prevents any public disputes that
can develop in an open process and
hurt a president's ability to govern.
State Sen. Ed Ford of Cynthiana,
the Democratic chairman of the
Education Committee, was surprised when told of the informality
of presidents' evaluations at Kentucky's public universities.
"I would hope they (university
boards) would have enough respon,
sibility to do a formal evaluation"
that solicits the opinions of employees, students, professors and legislators, Ford said.·"l'd want a formal ·
report, and I'd want it documented."

....

Cot\fidentiality is important, · he
said..,llecause it's never productive
to disclose the debate aliout the•
herufof a public institution.
According to the state Council on
Higher Education, U of L's evaluation process is more structured and
. no less open than at most of Kentucky's public universities. The process ·at other schools· ranges from
the-University of-Kentµcky's, where
the board chairman evaluates the
president annually in a private conversation, to Kentucky · State's,
which lacks any regular evaluation.
peborah Powell, a UK pathology
professor and faculty_ representative
on the university board,· said she
was surprised at the informality of
the evaluation. She _said• a more formal one would help the president
better gauge his performance.
Louisville lawyer Philip Lanier, a
member of the Murray State University board, feels mongly that the
evaluations should be formal, rigorous and released to the
public. ·
He thinks Murray's
evaluation process - consisting of.informal trustee
comments - ·contributed
to. the .. bitter .controversy
there last year over the
performance of former
president Ronald Kurth,
whose . contract was not
renewed.
.· "The · university is
. owned by the people of
the state, and the people of the state
have .a right to know .how it's doing," .Lanier said..
.
·
Jack Schuster, professor of education · and · public policy at ·the
Claremont Graduate School's Institute for the Study of Higher Educa. tion in Galifornia; said he's not sur- ·
prised by the st!)lcture-of-UofL's.
evaluation process. · · ·
· .
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Temporary sculpture
fills Snyder block -hole
BY KEVIN NANCE

base.

HERALD-LEADER ARTS WRITER

It had to be big.
It had to be temporary.
And it had to be free.
Morehead artist Tom Sternal's
"Vertical Form 94-5," a monumental 35,000-pound stone sculpture,
filled all three requirements as it
was installed yesterday in the temporary park on the former Ben
Snyder block in downtown Le,,:ington. .
The sculpture by Sternal, chairman of the art department at Morehead State University, is the centerpiece of the new park, which was
designed by a group of local landscape architects.. Except for the
concrete sidewalks, which are being built by the Urban County
Government, all of the materials,
labor and equipment for the park
are being donated.
''Vertical Form 94-5" involves
two 12,000-pound polished pink
Minnesota
marble
columns,
stacked one on top of the other to a.
height of 18 feet. Other smaller
pieces of Kentucky limestone and
sandstone are arranged around the

It might remind some viewers
of an ancient Greek or Roman ruin,
but Sternal, who has designed·
more than l(JO outdoor sculptures
for sites around the country, said
the work is purely abstract.
"It's not figurative at all," he
said.- "They're just nice, big, simple
stones - nothing for people to get
bent out of shape over. I just want
people to be able to handle the
piece, sit on it, step on it, and notice
the differences in textures and
colors of the stones."
When the park is completed
arciund the first of September, it
will include on its periphery three
smaller sculptures by Sternal and
his wife, artist Martha Enzmann.
Joe Ewalt,. administrative as- .
sistant ·to Mayor Pam Miller, said
Sternal's sculpture had to satisfy
several requirements in addition to
being temporary and free. It had to
be weatherproof and "childproof';
it had to be large enough to fit the ,
space; and it had to be "a conservative, widely acceptable piece."
"People feel they have ownership when you put a work of art on
public land," Ewalt said. "We
wanted the park. to be a nicelooking space that· people can use.
We're really walking a tightrope: If

we don't do anything with the
space, we'll get criticized for leaving it looking like a mild pit, and if
we do too much, we'll be criticized
for spending too much money, So
we've had to ·strike a balance."
Sternal's involvement . in theproject was suggested by Lexington art dealer and gallery owner
Heike Pickett, who brought the
sculptor together with the landscape architects during the planning stages.
_
"The difficulty that always
arises in a project like this is that
the project is finished and then
they call in a sculptor," Pickett
said. "This time, luckily, it's been a
true collaboration between the architects and Tom, who was willing·
to volunteer himself in return for .
the opportunit}'. to d? one of ~i~
pieces in a setting with such V1s1. bility.
····
Ewalt said Lexington officials .
have "no idea" when a new building might go up on the site. During
the recent General Assembly, the
Administrative Office of the Courts
in Frankfort had requested state
funding-for a design of a .proposed
courthouse on· the site, but..J:he
money was_ not approved..
Ii and when the·StetnaLsculpture is disassembled to make way
for new construction,· the-materials
will be returned to their original ·
owners. The marble columns were·
donated by Lexington Monument
Co., with other stones donated by ·
Lexington Cut Stone. Use of the
crane to stack the columns was
donated by ltiternational Machine
Movers..
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Arts -building ·gutted by fire
at Murray State··caned·a10~
· AssoctATED PREss

MURRAy -

Murray State
University officials say they doubt
a fine arts building damaged by a
fire can be used again.
Fire investigators found extreme structural damage and .declared the building unsafe for occu- ·
pancy, Fire Marshal Dennis Decker
said. The building's concrete walls,
floor and roof concentrated the heat·
and made the fire difficult to extinguish, he said.
The 49-year-old, three-story
arts center was gutted by fire
Friday nigJit. Smoke and water.
damaged two adjoining buildings,
and ·sprinklera
acasement
where musical instruments were

floodoo

I

stored. ..
Volunteers spent Tue&i8;Y carrying out the waterlogged · mstruments. Backs of violas and cel_los
had split, and water was poui"ln?
from clarinet and !)om cases, ~versity spokesman Joe Hedges said:
. · · A. $3.5 million, yearlohg reno-,-.
vation of the .Price-Doyle
arts.
annex had been. )lllderway for 1~
than· two weeks . when the· ·fire ·

fine

occurred.

·

-

"We're deyastated. personallr,
and we hope that some ~wers m
Frankfort would re-cogmze .th!!
emergency nature-of this and try to
expedite it," said Gary Hunt, dean
of Murray's College of Fine Arts
and Communications. ·
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Subtle bias against·:~oµie~ reportecl at U of L
By BEN z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer
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· · ' clerical roles,'
:
'
into 'this year's
where . salaries
SALARY
budget to help
average $18,433
DIF.FERENCES
implement the
Discrimination against women at women made
recommendathe University of Louisville is sub.tie percent less than
This chart shows how much
tions. But he
but pervasive, and in some ways has men. And at the
less ~ or more _ women
hasn't decided
gotten worse in the last decade, ac- . rank of full proearn compared with men,
how the money
cording to a report by a university fessor, where
on average. Comparisons
should _be spent,·
task force.
the average salawere weighted to .account
Hall said.
The report, released yesterday, is ry is $59,458, . for seniority differences.
Thos~ recomthe most thorough examination ever women made 5.2
mendations inmade of the treatment of female percent less than
Admini s lrator
·$13•669
elude:
employees at U of L.
men.
FACULTY
■ Creating a
It found that:
Such findings
Assistant
+$136 ·
permanent com■ The university has only one don't surprise
Associate
-$1,964
mission
on
woman executive - the dean of law
professor
Professor
-$3 ,091
women that annursing. It had four female deans Robert Stenger,
STAFF
nually monitors
and a female vice president in the former chairman
Professional/
progress in the
mid-1980s.
of the universiSupervisory
·$562
treatment of
II The percentage of female. ad- ty's faculty senSupport Staff·
·$BBB
women at U of L
ministrators at U of L - 18.6 per- ate. "This place ~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~ and reports to
cent - is far below the 33 percent is scandalous for
the president.
national average for higher educa- an urban university," he said. The
■ Making sure the number of
lion.
reason for the decline. in t~e num- women on promotion and tenure
II The percentage of.women facul- her of female exe~tt.~es 1s cle~r committees and on search committy members has increased from 19 enough, Stenger said: Those dec1- tees reflects the percentage of wornpercerit in 1983 to 26 percent in sion~ ar~ made at the board and en in the field.
1993, but women are underrepre- president~ !evel;, No one else makes · ■ Actively recruiting. women for
sented in the ranks of senior faculty those dec1S1ons:
.
all interim appointments to leadermembers. .
U o~ L president Do~ald Swam ship positions.
Women's salaries at U of L, ad- couldn I be reached directly for
■ Providing incentive funds to rejusted for seniority, previous experi- comment. But· !hrough spokesman cruit women at all levels.
ence and education, were below Dan Hall, he issued a statement
ii Identifying all cases of gendermale Salan·es 1·n all ranks except as- calling the task force's effort "a
d'"
d
based
1uerences an corSl·stant professor, where women good report."
• salary
h
made $136 a year more, on average,
"It is somewhat hard hitting, but rectmg t em.
than men. The average salary for all it has many constructive recommen■ Establishing on-campus day
assistant professors is $37,865.
dations,'' he said.
care centers, ·
In administrative jobs - where
Swain plans to take proposals for
■ Studying gender-equity for stuthe average salary for both sexes implementing the panel's recom-· dents and improving the status of
was $79,845 in 1993 - women mendations to the board of trustees female students.
made 17.4 percent less than men of in October.
Law professor Barbara Lewis, cothe same rank. In blue-collar and
Swain already has put $200,000 chairwoma~ of the task force, said
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tl).eJai:t that the task foi:ce was Cr\l"
ated. and was taken ~nously leads
her to be optimistic that the university will start making more progress
in its treatment. of women.
Swain and the board . gave the
task force $50,000 to conduct its
study, which included use of a consuiting firm to. help direct it.
One-fourth of the. school's trustees are women - more than at any
time in the past. Several trustees are
-active in women's issues.
. Trustee Minx Auerbach said
changes must be made.
"The culture of the campus is not
one which welcomes women,"
Auerbach said. "It's imperative, we
change that because 52 percent of·
our students are women."
, Lewis said she was surprised to
find in individual interviews that
women often felt better about their
place in the university, and men often had better attitudes toward
women than the task force's statistics indicated.
She thinks that difference reflects
a tension that is part of university
life. "Universities are. thoughtful
and progressive places,'' Lewis said.
"At th same fme the institutions
e
I
'
•
b
te nd , 10 . be conservativ~ ecause
they preserve,, and transnut our cul
. ·
tural values
. .. •
.
.
Le~ ~ai_d s~e thi~_that deliberate d1scnnun~tion ~gains! women ~t
U of ~ - as m soc1e~ at l~e - !5
rare .. What you have 1s ~ ch!11~te m
which a lot of people d1scnmmate
and would be shocked to realize
they did."
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Report. critical of women's pay at ·u of.L
AsSOCIATEO PRESS

LOUISVILLE - A task force
that issued a report alleging discrimination against women at the
University of Louisville offered
"many constructive recommenda-

tions" to end the bias, a . school
spokesman said.
The group was critical of the
university's hiring and salary policies toward women and concluded
in its report, issued Wednesday,
that the discrimination has in some
ways gotten worse in the last
decade.
.
U of L President Donald Swain
could not be reached directly for
comment, but spokesman Dan Hall
called the task force's effort "a
good report."
"It is somewhat hard hitting,
but it has many constructive recommendations," Hall said.
Swain plans to take proposals
for carrying out the panel's recommendations to the board of trustees. :
The report was the most ,thor-

ough examination ever IJlade of the
was $79,845 in 1993 ,- women
treatment of female employees. at
made 17.4 percent less than men of
U of L. It found that:
the same rank. At the rank of full
■ The university has only one
professor, where the average salary
female executive - the dean of
is $59,458, women made 5.2 percent
nursing. It had four female deans
less than men.
and a female vice president in the
•· Law professor Robert Stenger,
mid-1980s.
former chairman of the university's
■ The percentage of female
faculty senate, wasn't surprised by
administrators at U of L is 18.6
the findings. "This place is scanpercent - far less than the 33
dalous for an urban university."
percent national average.
The reason for the decline in
■ The percentage of women
the number of female executives is
on the faculty has increased from
clear enough, Stenger said: "Those
decisions are made at the board
2
19 percent iri "1983 to 6 percent in
anc! president's level. No one else
1993, but women are underrepreniakes those decisions."
sented among senior faculty members. ·
Law professor Barbara Lewis,
Women's salaries at U of L; adco-chairwoman of the task force, •
justed for seniority, experience and
said the fact that the task force was
education, were less than men's
created and was taken seriously
salaries in all ranks except assist- . makes her optimistic the university
ant professor, where women made · will make more progress.
$136 a year more, on average, than .. Swain has put $200,000 into
men. The average salary for all . this year's budget to help carry out
assistant professors is $37,865.
the recommendations., But he
In administrative jobs - where hasn't decided how the money
the average salary for both sexes should be spent; Hall said.
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COMMENTARY!

From Appa.lachia, · atiage:nda:tor·~tiof Jones' term
OMERSET - The phone rang last
August and John Stephenson picked
it up. A reporter wanted to know
about the Kentucky Appalachian Task
Ford!, an agency formed by Gov. Brereton
Jones that Stephenson
was t!) lead.
"That's news to me "
Stephenson answered. '
Stephenson, among
others, had been pounding on Jones to form
some kind of Appalachian policy. The Berea BILL
College president had
sent the governor sever- BISHOP
al letters and received
no response. And then HERALD-LEADER
Jones appointed a task COLUMNIST
force in July without
first informing its members until August.
This was not a good start. But the
task force has puttered along, meeting

S

•

monthly around the region in an.attempt
to come up with some kind plan Jones can
follow in his last year as governor.
The task force met Monday in Pulaski
County to tighten some loose bolts on its
preliminary report. The document the
group will hand over to Jones at a meeting
next Tuesday is no revolutionary manifesto. But it does give the governor at least a
map to the problems of Eastern Kentucky.
The task force· has two sets of proposals. The first group of recommendations
have to do with the process of government. This is long-term stuff.
The second grouping contains more
specific recommendations - things Jones
could begin doing right away.
Most people would rather eat dirt that
think or read about the process of government But how the parts of government
• work together - or, more often, apart is important It's easy to joke that government, if it had to, couldn't teach a child

how to spill milk_ But the _truth is t!jat;·
government sometimes can help -'- if 1t
works at one purpose.
The task force concluded that Kentucky doesn't have a cogent, coordinated
attack on low wages and joblessness in
Eastern Kentucky. There are gears turning in Frankfort and the area development
districts, but the teeth never mesh.
The first several task force _recommendations call for coordination of the bureaucracy. The governor should create an
office to deal with Appalachian development. The •office could tie together the
development districts, the state government cabinets, the federal Appalachian
Regional Commission and private business.
At the same time, the task force says
the state universities should establish a
Kentucky Appalachian Institute - a
think tank that would invigorate the process with criticism and new ideas. Tlie task

force also says the government should
measure its progress against benchmarks
(levels of income, for example).
The specific actions the governor can
take are a bit easier to think about. The
task force urges the governor to "diversify
development strategies";· to focus _on the
concentrations of poor in particular communities; to conduct a new study of the .
region's transportation needs; and to "assign higher priority to hunian resource
development and social infrastructure development and-lower priority to physical
infrastructure, without eliminating the later."
The implicit criticism in these recommendations is that Kentucky spends too
much money and time recruiting industry
and paving roads and not enough time
building up people and businesses already
in the state. The task force also argues
that too much development work. takes
place in more prosperous communities

while avoiding the pockets of the persistently poor.
The criticism is mild, however. And
the hope is that Jones will take the report
. seriously.
·
John Whisman, one of the architects of
the,Appalachian Regional Commission
and a member of the task force, is convinced what Jones does now is critical for
Eastern Kentucky. In the last year of this
administration, Whisman believes, Jones
could put"into place the pieces of a new .
Appalachian policy. He could coax the
university presidents .into starting an Appalachian Institute; he Cl!uld open an office
to coordinate programs aimed at bettering
the poorest mountain communities.
Jones could. The governor has a year
to fill ... with what? Another fruitless
special legislative session? More wran- ··
gling with senators or _representatives?
The plan Gov. Jones will receive next.
week is surely a better way to end a term
of office.

__,
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How they fared
■ Eighty percent of survey
respondents
said
their
schools have tightened thL
monitoring of expenditures.
Sixty-four percent have reorganized their administrative
offices, the study said.
■ Seyenty-one percent have
reviewed the mission of their
academic programs and increased scrutiny of classes.
■ The survey found that
two-thirds of all schools have
introduced new programs,
and more than half have
increased the size of programs, sometimes in an attempt to increase revenue.
About 40 percent have eliminated programs during the
last few years, however.
■ Seventy-three percent of
all institutions saw their budgets rise this year, although
modestly, the study said. At
52 percent of the schools,
budget increases exceeded
the inflation rate of about 3
percent.
■ T wenty-three percent suffered midyear budget cuts,
the study said.
-
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Financial pinch eases
slightly for colleges
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTO - American
colleges and universities survived
the budget cuts of the early 1990s
by reorganizing, cutting course offerings and keeping a closer watch
on spending, according to a study
released today.
· The financial pinch has eased
somewhat. but a substantial number of administrators still think
their schools are in weak financial
condition, according to "Campus
Trends 1994," a survev conducted
by the American Council on Education.
.
A growing number - 32 percent - are concerned about the
adequacy of student financial aid.
according to the survey. That's up
from the 24 percent who gave their
aid programs low marks last year.
And four in 10 schools reported
falling enrollment during a time
when many are depending more
heavily on tuition revenue.
"Reorganization and redirection
may be the defining themes of the
1990s for American higher educa-

tion." the study said. "Most campuses have reviewed their current
programs, especially to consider
how well each program contributes
to the institution's overall mission.
Close to half have eliminated some
academic programs.''
The study's conclusions were
based on responses from senior
administrators at 406 two-year and
four-year public and private instiw tions of higher education surveyed last spring. Responses were
adjusted s tatistically to make them
representative of all schools offering general undergraduate programs.
"Even with a somewhat improved budget picture at some
institutions, the financial difficulties of recent years have established a powerful momentum for
streamlining operations. controlling costs and reducing expenses,"
said Elaine EI-Khawas, author of
the report and the council's vice
president for policy analysis and
research.
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Hefty cost
of college
worth it,
study finds
CHICAGO TRl~E

WASI-IlNGTON - Burdened
by the hefty cost of college - and
a trend line showing ever-higher
expenses in the years ahead many people are questioning
whether a degree is worth it.
It is.
A college degree can mean at
least $600,000 in additional earnings over a typical 43.5-year career,
while an advanced degree can lift
lifetime income by as much as $2.2
miUion, the Census Bureau projects
in a report issued yesterday.
Researchers say the income differences probably will widen as the
economy evolves, pitting Americans with less education against
computerized machines and people
in low-wage nations such as China.
Despite this evidence, the Census Bureau report also finds that
the orooortion of colleue =rhrnt/>5-

23, ~994

among young adults has remained
essentially flat for the last decade,
at slightly less than one in four.
College costs, which doubled
during the last decade, are still
increasing at roughly twice the rate
of overall inflation.
But while these expenses would
strain the budgets of even affluent
families, researchers say the potential payoffs justify the outlays.
Robert Kominski, chief of the
Census Bureau's education branch,
notes that it might cost several
thousand dollars for someone with
some college education to go on
and earn a bachelor's degree. ·
But he adds that"if one considers what happens over the col.ITS€
of a work life, that several thousand dollars can become several
hundred thousand dollars" of extra
income.
According to the Census Bureau report, high school graduates
earned an average of $18,737 in
1992. The average college graduate
earned $32,629, while people with
advanced degrees had an average
income of $48,653.
Over time, these differentials
equal huge sums. Based on 1992
income figures, the Census Bureau
projects that an average high
school graduate will make $821,000
over a lifetime of work, while a
college graduate will earn $1.4
millinn

A NEW LEADER FOR U OF L
!
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'Search process at risk' •••

as a leader in the eyes of the university's
faculty. And the university will have lost an
opportunity for excellence in its adminis,
trative leadership.

Your July 12 editorial, "What U of L
needs," wisely notes that whoever replaces
Donald Swain must be sensitive to acadeDAVID S. GOCHMAN, President
mia yet understanding of the "real world."
University of Louisville Chapter
Most faculty members would agree. We American Association of University Professors
Louisville 40292
live far less in an ivory tower than popular
stereotypes suggest.
The major non-economic problem facing
A 'pol"tical
plum'
1
the University of Louisville's faculty is an • • •
administration and a board of trustees
The July 12 cartoon depicting the U of L
whose behavior often reflects an indiffer- faculty as.a herd of sheep because some of
ence to the idea of a university and hostility them expressed opposition to a potential
toward the values of academia and the fac- presidential candidate was insulting to a
ulty as a body. The de- ~ - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - , - , large group of dedicated
valuing of faculty is
educators and degradreadily seen in the gra:
ing to the entire univertuitous labeling reportsity · community. Aled in a July JO story:
though tangible re"It's typical for them to
sources are an imporreact impetuously."
!ant part of the
Moreover, the deeducational process, the
meaning editorial cardelivery of higher edutoon comparing faculty
cation is a service. It's
to sheep is unworthy of
not about bricks and
the paper. . . . II does
mortar; it's about a
little to inform your
competent, hard-workreaders and certainly
ing faculty interacting
lacks wit.
with students to achieve
What u of L needs if
an environment that
it is to aspire to and
nurtures, promotes, and
achieve excellence is a
facilitates learning. II is
president who will ally
essential that a universiwith our faculty and the
ty president have appreuniversity to reverse
ciation for the ability to
this trend. What u of L
work with faculty.
needs is a new presiUniversity of Louisdent who will be an advocate for academic ville is a major urban university. Our presivalues and for the faculty that embodies dency is not a "stepping stone" position; it
them. What U of L needs is a new president is a career pinnacle. Many feel that ours
who will be able to face conflict and stand will be one 'of the top JO presidential
up for principle in the face of political and searches in the country this year. We will
power structure opposition.
receive many applications . from highly
Whatever Jerry Abramson's merits qualified people with strong academic eremight be, the external enthusiasm greet- dentials, as well as the necessary political
ing his candidacy places the search pro- savvy. The f~culty doesn't object to Mayor
cess at risk of becoming compromised. Abramson submitting an application and
There is already the appearance of a being considered for the position. The big
"done deal." Under such circumstances, fear is that the U of L presidency will bestrong suitable persons with appropriate come a "political plum" to be determined
backgrounds, values and sensitivities who on the basis of local political influence
also have the requisite political and ad- rather than th~ overall qualifications of the
ministrative skills will be discouraged candidates....
from becoming candidates. They are not
BETTY BROWN, Faculty member
likely to waste their lime seeking a posiUniversity of Louisville
lion they believe to have been already
.
Jeffersonvilfe, Ind. 47130
filled.
If this does, in fact, happen, then the
cheerleading for Abramson will have ••• 'Derogatory' cartoon
served no one well - not the university,
In a word, Nick Anderson's July 12 carnot the faculty, and not Abramson or ahy toon depicting the University of Louisville
other person who is appointed as president. .faculty as sheep "stinks." It is extremely
That person will have dubious legitimacy derogatory towards a group of people
whose interests and motivations you seem
to. have little understanding of or concern
about. Likewise, it is generalized from interviews, primarily with a handful of faculty, mostly from Arts and Sciences, who are
not necessarily representative of the diverse faculty body at the University of Louisville. I am an engineering professor and
nobody asked us about Mayor Jerry Abramson as a potential U of L.president.
Why wasn't there also a like editorial
comment on the prejudicial and ignorant
statement made by the Board of Trustees
member implying that U of L faculty are
whiners and complainers? Actions like these
by The Courier-Journal do the community a
great disservice. Faculty morale is extremely low at U of L, and the community will be
the biggest loser from the continuing struggle between the U of L faculty and the presiden!Jboard of trustees.
Based on little real investigative reporting, your cartoon, recent editorials, and
news articles seem to imply that The Courier-Journal is one-sided on this issue.
MARVIN FLEISCHMAN
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Program giving financial help
to students who help out others
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
Staff Writer

How to apply

Applications are being taken for a
new national service program that
will give college students tuition assistance and a stipend in exchange
for tutoring disadvantaged children,
working with the h.omeless or other
social-service work.
·
In Kentucky, there will be 75 to
125 AmeriCorps positions serving as
many as five social service programs. In Indiana, there will- be
about 80 positio_ns serving up to
four programs, officials said. AmeriCorps was proposed -by President
Clinton during his· campaign: ·
.
Nationally, · 20,000 AmeriCorps
members are supposed · to start
work Sept. 12, said David Crowley,
director of the Kentucky Communi-:
ty Service Commission,- which manages the prograni locally.
"We're going to make that deadline," Crowley said, adding that the
commission wants to receive !IPPlications by Aug. 5.
Indiana expects to meet the Sept.
12 startup date, as well, said Amy
Warner, executive director of the
Indiana Commission for Cdmmunity
Service, but has set no formal application deadline.
Toe· social-service. programs have
not been selected, but Kentucky
agencies in the running for some of
the $751,000 in state grants, plus
some additional money available

To obtain information and
application forms for
AmeriCorps positions in
Kentucky,. call the Kentucky
Community Service
Commission at (502) 5645195, or write it at State
Office Building, Room 923,
Frankfort, Ky. 40622.
Applications should then
be sent directly to the
agencies funded by the
national service program.
The commission will send
the agencies' ·addresses to
applicants.
•.·
The programs have an
early_ application deadline of
Aug. 5 ,;1nd will take a
second round of applications
until Aug. 26.
··

through a national competitfon, in'.
elude:
.
,
■ MSUCorps, which is coordinated by Morehead State University,
will provide tutors and mentors .for
high-risk students in eight Eastern.
Kentucky counties. It's· seeking 20
full-time AmeriCorps workers.
■ Servii:e Learning Impacting Children's Education will provide 20 oneoli-one reading tutors .for secondgraders in the Simpson County area.
■ Getting Things For Kentucky's
Homeless, a Frankfort-based program.- will place 23 full-time work-
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Morehead dorms offer rate freeze
MOREHEAD, I{y. - Students· in residence halls at Morehead
State University this fall will pay the same rate throughout their
co!!eg~ y~ as long as they ~aintain continuous occupancy.
. This acliof! should take a bite out of the ever-rising costs of
higher edu~tion ~~ al_so s~ould !l'a/{e ~sidence hall living
more attractive .•., said Mike Mincey vice president for·
student life.
'
Residen_ce ~all rates this fall ·range from $655 to $775.
Also goll!g mto effect is a housing policy that requires
students with fewer than 60 hours to live in university housing.
Exempted are students 21 or older, single parents married
students, students with medical reasons and vete~.
lExlNGTDN HERAlD-lEADER, lExlNGTON,

ers with community non-profit
agencies providing housing and related services to homeless people in
IO counties, including Jefferson
County.
■ Student Service Consortium,
which is coordinated by Eastern
Kentucky University, . wants 20
workers to develop and provide opportunities for students from kin. dergarten through college to learn
academic skills while providing
community services in 20 Eastern
Kentucky school districts.
'■ Agencies/Communities Merging
Effectively will ,provide tutors, recreation assistants, outreach workers
and ·.others to four mostly poor
neighborhoods ·in Jefferson County
- Russell, California, Newburg and
·Can Run Road area.
Summerbridge, a .national tutoring ,program for middle school stu.dents that operates in Jefferson
County, already has been funded by
AmeriCorps; but applications for it
are· being handled separately.
AmeriCorps workers will· receive
$4,725. in . educational assistance,
which can be.used fortuition or to
pay off ·educaiion loans, and a
$7,600 stipend for living expenses
for nine to 12 months.
If the $380 million program is successful this year, it could be expanded, Crowley said_. The U.S. House of
Representatives has approved a
$500 million budget for the national
service program's second year.
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■ MOREHEAD

So~e dorm rates frozen: Students living ·in
res1de?ce halls at Morehead State University this
fall will pay the same rate throughout their
·
college years as long as they maintain continuous
~pancy. The rate freeze applies only to traditional residence halls and not to family housing.
"We are the only state-supported institution with
such a plan,_ although this strategy has been used
by private institutions•nationwide for a number
of years;" said Mike Mincey, vice president for
student life.
KY. ■ WEDNESDAY, JULY 27,

1994

■ HAZARD

Community college receives grant: Roscoe Lyans died in 1979, but the California man's
generosity was still alive and well yesterday.
Hazard Community College received a $50,000
challenge grant from Lyans' estate. The gift came
from the catholic Social Services Bureau through
Perry County's Mother of Good Counsel catholic
Community Church. The money will be used by
the Greater Hazard Area Perfonning Arts Setjes
to start an Arts in Education Endowment Fund.

.
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EDITORIALS

Gender bias at U of L

1992 General Assembly passed his
bill requiring Kentucky's public universities to make reasonable progress toward desegregating their
student bodies, faculties, administrations and staffs, schools scrambled, and they're getting results.
Y' Set goals for hiring and promoting women, and link the merit
raises of supervisors to their success. Insist that all supervisory positions be filled with .people who
are committed to the golil of eliminating gender bias.
Y' Give prominence to the problem of gender bias by pressing the
state Council on· Higher Education
to review the task force's findings,
as well as the UK report, and to
establish statewide monitoring.
Y' Strengthen U of L's women's
studies program by giving it full.
time faculty.
Y' Seek excellent women candidates to be president of U of L,
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Still: lagging behind

:Another study finds troubles for women on faculty
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